Attention is directed towards instabilities induced in Hydrogen plasmas due to the presence of the desired H-ions. Preliminary investigations indicate that the low density H-beam causes collective instabilities even at very low beam velocities compared to ion acoustic and ion thermal velocities, provided that the non -ideal properties of the background plasma are taken into consideration. The most dangerous instabilities involve oscillations transverse to the direction of beam extraction, and may thereby degrade the beam emittance.
INTRODUCTION
Coherent ion-acoustic oscillations have been observed to be spontaneously generated in the plasma of a positive ion source device, probably by the presence of fast electrons accelerated through cathode sheaths. 1 The authors of this work, K. Schoenberg and W. Kunkel, state that the fluctuation properties of the ion source plasma set the lower limits of beam divergence, because the phase -space volume of extracted ions is incompressible (Liouville's theorem). For the same basic reason, it is important to investigate the macroscopic fluctuations that may reside in negative -ion source plasmas, especially in view of the severe requirements on H-beam divergence in the NPB system. Attention will be directed towards instabilities induced in (H +, e) plasmas by the presence of the H-species. Since the H-ions are produced within the source plasmas but are extracted at a boundary, the concomitant migration of the H-particles through the plasma towards the wall may entail beam-plasma interactions. Preliminary investigations by this writer indicate that the H-beam can induce instabilities even at very low velocity relative to the background plasma. For low dissipation rates and for small beam densities, it is found that the growth rate of drift instabilities depends inversely on H-beam velocity at low velocities. The peak growth rate is on the order of the dissipation rate associated with electron thermal conduction, and occurs at a beam velocity on the order of vthi, where nb and n are the beam and plasma densities and vthi is the plasma ion thermal velocity.
The theory is then extended to include an arbitrarily strong dissipation rate associated with electron thermal conduction. It is found that the instability threshold velocity for drift waves is independent of both the dissipation rate and the wavelength. Moreover, the instability is found to persist at all dissipation rates. with the growth rate increasing towards the shorter wavelengths. Negative ion-sources devices are seen to entail large dissipation rates in a sense to be defined in this paper, and corresponding numerical estimates are given for the frequencies and growth rates to be expected from this instability within the context of the present incomplete model.
It is important to remark that the boundary condition at the H-extraction surface in negative -ion sources is such as to reflect H+ ions, unlike the boundary condition associated with the Bobin -like sheaths in positive ion sources. Thus, the argument made in Ref. 1 that Bohm -sheath boundaries tend to absorb ion-acoustic waves, thereby limiting the size of fluctuation amplitudes in the plasma volume, is not applicable to H-sources. Therefore, H-sources might be more susceptible than positive ion sources to the build -up of macroscopic oscillations, both because of the different boundary conditions, and because of the presence of H-ions. Thus, slowly -growing unstable waves could be reflected back into the plasma from a boundary, thereby providing "new initial fluctuations" subject to further growth, in a steady -state plasma device.
Nezlin2 has reviewed the experimental and theoretical work on instabilities induced by the presence of ion beams traversing a background plasma. His work is oriented towards fast beams traversing an ideal (non-dissipative) plasma. This work, or modifications of it, may be applied to surface sources (SPS), in which H-ions are generated by secondary emission at Cesium-coated cathodes, and accelerated to high energies (-100 eV) along the ambient magnetic field. However, Nezlin's model is not applicable to the case of very small H-beam velocities, less than ion thermal velocities, because he has assumed that the background ions are cold. Slow H-beams would be relevant to Volume Sources, and to cross -field drift of H-ions towards the lateral anodes in Surface Sources. Briggs3 has included the temperature of the background ions in his monograph, and finds that there are no instabilities excited in the ideal plasma for beam velocities smaller than ion thermal velocities. Briggs also points out that ideal-plasma stable regimes can be de-stabilized by lossy processes. In the present paper, several dissipative processes are included, l,JNTRpDUCTIQN Coherent ion-acoustic oscillations have been observed to be spontaneously generated in the plasma of a positive ion source device, probably by the presence of fast electrons accelerated through cathode sheaths. 1 The authors of this work, K. Schoenberg and W. Kunkel, state that the fluctuation properties of the ion source plasma set the lower limits of beam divergence, because the phase-space volume of extracted ions is incompressible (Liouville's theorem). For the same basic reason, it is important to investigate the macroscopic fluctuations that may reside in negative-ion source plasmas, especially in view of the severe requirements on H~~ beam divergence in the NPB system. Attention will be directed towards instabilities induced in (H+, e) plasmas by the presence of the H~ species. Since the H ~ ions are produced within the source plasmas but are extracted at a boundary, the concomitant migration of the H~~ particles through the plasma towards the wall may entail beam-plasma interactions. Preliminary investigations by this writer indicate that the H~ beam can induce instabilities even at very low velocity relative to the background plasma. For low dissipation rates and for small beam densities, it is found that the growth rate of drift instabilities depends inversely on H~ beam velocity at low velocities. The peak growth rate is on the order of the dissipation rate associated with electron thermal conduction, and occurs at a beam velocity on the order of y/^t>tht> where 115 and n are the beam and plasma densities and vthi is the plasma ion thermal velocity.
The theory is then extended to include an arbitrarily strong dissipation rate associated with electron thermal conduction. It is found that the instability threshold velocity for drift waves is independent of both the dissipation rate and the wavelength. Moreover, the instability is found to persist at all dissipation rates, with the growth rate increasing towards the shorter wavelengths. Negative ion-sources devices are seen to entail large dissipation rates in a sense to be defined in this paper, and corresponding numerical estimates are given for the frequencies and growth rates to be expected from this instability within the context of the present incomplete model.
It is important to remark that the boundary condition at the H~ extraction surface in negative-ion sources is such as to reflect H "*" ions, unlike the boundary condition associated with the Bohm-like sheaths in positive ion sources. Thus, the argument made in Ref. 1 that Bohm-sheath boundaries tend to absorb ion-acoustic waves, thereby limiting the size of fluctuation amplitudes in the plasma volume, is not applicable to H~ sources. Therefore, H~ sources might be more susceptible than positive ion sources to the build-up of macroscopic oscillations, both because of the different boundary conditions, and because of the presence of H~ ions. Thus, slowly-growing unstable waves could be reflected back into the plasma from a boundary, thereby providing "new initial fluctuations" subject to further growth, in a steady-state plasma device.
Nezlin2 has reviewed the experimental and theoretical work on instabilities induced by the presence of ion beams traversing a background plasma. His work is oriented towards fast beams traversing an ideal (non-dissipative) plasma. This work, or modifications of it, may be applied to surface sources (SPS), in which H~ ions are generated by secondary emission at Cesium-coated cathodes, and accelerated to high energies (^ 100 eV) along the ambient magnetic field. However, Nezlin's model is not applicable to the case of very small H~ beam velocities, less than ion thermal velocities, because he has assumed that the background ions are cold. Slow H~ beams would be relevant to Volume Sources, and to cross-field drift of H~ ions towards the lateral anodes in Surface Sources. Briggs3 has included the temperature of the background ions in his monograph, and finds that there are no instabilities excited in the ideal plasma for beam velocities smaller than ion thermal velocities. Briggs also points out that ideal-plasma stable regimes can be de-stabilized by lossy processes. In the present paper, several dissipative processes are included, and a preliminary investigation shows that, at low beam densities, substantial dissipative destabilization can persist down to very low beam velocities (a very small fraction of the ion thermal velocity). The subscripts e, i, b, refer respectively to plasma electrons, plasma ions (H +), and beam ions (H -). Here, electron inertia is ignored, a cold, coasting H-beam is assumed, and ideal energy equations, with adiabatic indexes ye and ryt, are taken to govern the pressure perturbations in the warm e and H+ species. Moreover, H+ and H-ions are taken to have mass M, and w'(w -k Vb) represents the Doppler-shifted frequency seen by the beam. Lastly, number densities are represented by n, temperatures by T, velocities by V, pressures by P, the electrostatic potential by ¢, and the zero-order beam velocity by Vb. The un-magnetized model represented by the above set of equations may also be thought of as describing waves propagating along an ambient magnetic field. and a preliminary investigation shows that, at low beam densities, substantial dissipative destabilization can persist down to very low beam velocities (a very small fraction of the ion thermal velocity).
SURVEY OF MACROSCOPIC OSCILLATIONS INDUCED

SURVEY OF MACROSCOPIC OSCILLATIONS INDUCED BY
H~ BEAM IN IDEAL PLASMA
The dispersion relation
The linearized equations governing electrostatic perturbations of various plasma and field quantities q, of the form (6q)exp[i(k f* u;£)], in an infinite, uniform H~-beam-plasma system (without a magnetic field) are as follows.
5nj> 6ne ) (1)
Snb ___ k-6Vb
The subscripts e, i, b, refer respectively to plasma electrons, plasma ions (#+ ), and beam ions (H~). Here, electron inertia is ignored, a cold, coasting H~ beam is assumed, and ideal energy equations, with adiabatic indexes je and 7^, are taken to govern the pressure perturbations in the warm e and H+ species. Moreover, H + and H~ ions are taken to have mass M, and u'(v k Vb) represents the Doppler-shifted frequency seen by the beam. Lastly, number densities are represented by n, temperatures by T, velocities by V, pressures by P, the electrostatic potential by </>, and the zero-order beam velocity by Vb . The un-magnetized model represented by the above set of equations may also be thought of as describing waves propagating along an ambient magnetic field. Moreover, zero-order neutrality holds, namely ne nb = ni.
In the case of frequencies far below the ion plasma frequency (and wavelengths far above the Debye length), we may take the quasi -neutral limit of Eq. This dispersion relation can be re-written in terms of a reference frequency, w defined by
and a coupling (beam -strength) parameter e, defined by
The rewritten dispersion relation is where the normalized frequency ft is
E -nb/ni.
SZ -w/w where the characteristic thermal velocities and plasma frequencies are
Moreover, zero-order neutrality holds, namely^+ 716 = 71*.
In the case of frequencies far below the ion plasma frequency (and wavelengths far above the Debye length), we may take the quasi-neutral limit of Eq. For a small relative density of beam ions, E < 1, one can iteratively determine how these four roots of the dispersion relation are distorted by the beam. In the parameter range where a.2 < U2 < (02 + 1), one easily finds that, the acoustic waves and one drift wave remain stable, whereas the remaining drift wave is destabilized. It posseses the following root.
This expression is valid only for the imaginary part representing a small correction (denominator not too close to zero). Since U is (Vb /s) cos 9, where O is the angle between Vb and k., it transpires that beam -aligned waves (cos O = 1) are the most rapidly growing. The range of beam velocities governing this behavior is then given by vth; < Vb < c,.
It can easily be shown that, in the small -E limit, there are no instabilities for U2 < cr2, nor for U2 > (c.2 + 1); that is, for Vb cos O < vth; and for tie cos O > c, . Thus, the range of unstable behavior has the beaus velocity lie between the ion thermal velocity and the ion -acoustic velocity, except for a special case discussed below. Eq. (24) represents a nonresonant drift instability (sometimes called the Anomalous Doppler Instability, or the Reactive Medium Instability). It can be interpreted as arising from a negative dielectric property of the plasma in this parameter range.
A special case arises when the denominator vanishes in Eq. (24). This condition, U2 = a2 + 1, can also be written as VI, cos 9 = c,.
The angle of wave propagation relative to the beam direction given by Eq. (25) the normalized drift parameter U is
and the warm-ion parameter <r is defined by
(Note that a slight redefinition of the symbol s serves to remove the factor (1 n^/n^).)
2.2. Solutions of the dispersion relation, and interpretation Equation (19) can be further re-written as
We now examine the complex frequency roots, Q, of this dispersion relation. For negligible beam density, e 0, there are two identical drift wave solutions, O = (7, or o> = k • Vb\ *nd there are forward and backward acoustic waves, H = i(<r2 -f I) 1 /2 , or o> = ±fc(t>2h . -f s2 ) 1 /2 ±kc8 > where c6 is the speed of ion-acoustic waves. The drift wave solutions represent slight ripples fixed on the beam passing through the background plasma un-noticed because of the low beam density. The acoustic waves represent quasi-neutral longitudinal waves propagating through the background plasma in the absence of the beam.
For a small relative density of beam ions, e <C 1, one can iteratively determine how these four roots of the dispersion relation are distorted by the beam. In the parameter range where <r2 < U2 < (cr2 -hi), one easily finds that the acoustic waves and one drift wave remain stable, whereas the remaining drift wave is destabilized. It posseses the following root.
This expression is valid only for the imaginary part representing a small correction (denominator not too close to zero). Since U is (V^/s) cos0, where 9 is the angle between Vb and £, it transpires that beam-aligned waves (cos# = 1) are the most rapidly growing. The range of beam velocities governing this behavior is then given by vth. < Vb < c»> It can easily be shown that, in the small-e limit, there are no instabilities for U2 < <r2 , nor for U2 > (<r2 -f-1); that is, for V&COS 9 < vthi and for Vb cos# > c8 . Thus, the range of unstable behavior has the beam velocity lie between the ion thermal velocity and the ion-acoustic velocity, except for a special case discussed below. Eq. (24) represents a nonresonant drift instability (sometimes called the Anomalous Doppler Instability, or the Reactive Medium Instability). It can be interpreted as arising from a negative dielectric property of the plasma in this parameter range.
A special case arises when the denominator vanishes in Eq. (24). This condition, U 2 -cr2 -f 1, can also be written as
The angle of wave propagation relative to the beam direction given by Eq. (25) Note that the growth rate depends only upon the cube root of the beam density ratio and is therefore a more robust growth rate (for weak beams) than is the non -resonant growth rate. Note also that the resonant condition, Eq. (25), can occur only for beam velocities that equal or exceed the ion-acoustic velocity. The corresponding instability, Eq. (26), is associated with the vanishing of the plasma dielectric property.
Numerical solutions of the dispersion relation Eq. (23), show good agreement with the growth rate estimates, Eq's.
(24) and (26). The small but finite value of the coupling parameter e is seen to broaden the instability resonance around U22 = cr2 + 1, so that the upper velocity cut-off is "soft." However, the lower cut -off (threshold velocity) at U2 = cr2 is seen to remain very sharp, with /m(w) = 0 at Vó cos = Vthi In the ideal plasma then, there are no beam-plasma instabilities for (Vb cos 8) < vthi
In negative ion sources of the Penning geometry (Surface Sources), H-ions generated at opposing cathodes are accelerated through the cathode sheaths to form fast beams parallel and anti-parallel to the ambient magnetic field.
Here, an electrostatic model of macroscopic oscillations probably has to be augmented by an electromagnetic model and one can expect that the beam velocity compared to the Alfvén velocity (especially at low beta, c, « VA) will constitute an important criterion to distinguish non-resonant and resonant instabilities, and to determine the obliqueness of the latter. A build -up of such waves in the plasma chamber may be a concern as regards the quality of the laterally extracted H-beam. For a small amount of obliqueness, the period of such standing waves would vary in proportion to the cathode spacing and the square -root of the ion mass, and inversely as the magnetic field strength.
Electrostatic ion acoustic waves can also be driven directly along the ambient magnetic field by a distribution of fast electrons originally generated at the cathodes, provided that the resulting electron velocity distribution effectively has Te » Ti. (The electrons generated at the cathodes fill in their energy distribution by making various inelastic collisions.) The period of such waves would have the dependences mentioned above, except that the magnetic field dependence would be absent. Preliminary theoretical work done on this mechanism by Paul Channel has achieved some qualitative experimental confirmation by Paul Allison.4 The period of these aligned electrostatic waves would be longer than those of the H--beam-driven magnetic waves in the ratio (VA /c,). There is still some uncertainty about experimental realization of the boundary conditions at the cathodes that are needed in theory to support the build -up of such beam -aligned ion -acoustic waves.
SURVEY OF MACROSCOPIC OSCILLATIONS INDUCED BY H-BEAM IN DISSIPATIVE PLASMA
Real plasmas are dissipative. In this section, we include the plasma transport processes of ion viscosity, ion and electron thermal conduction, and electron -ion friction (resistivity) due to momentum -transfer Coulomb collisions with plasma ions (H +) only. The general dispersion relation that. governs quasi -neutral electrostatic perturbnt.ii ns is derived, but approximate solutions to it are so far obtained only by neglecting resistivity. The latter assumption is examined, and the significance of the dispersion relation roots is discussed in the context of negative ion sources.
The dispersion relation
The electron momentum equation, Eq. (4), is replaced by k26Pe = neek264 -1, meneve(k 6Ve -k bV ). (27) where ve is the electron -ion collision frequency representing the cumulative effect of many small -angle scatterings.5 In this resonant case, the one unstable root of Eq. (23) reads, in the small-e limit,
Note that the growth rate depends only upon the cube root of the beam density ratio and is therefore a more robust growth rate (for weak beams) than is the non-resonant growth rate. Note also that the resonant condition, Eq. (25), can occur only for beam velocities that equal or exceed the ion-acoustic velocity. The corresponding instability, Eq. (26), is associated with the vanishing of the plasma dielectric property.
(24) and (26). The small but finite value of the coupling parameter 6 is seen to broaden the instability resonance around U2 = <r2 + 1, so that the upper velocity cut-off is "soft." However, the lower cut-off (threshold velocity) at U2 = <r2 is seen to remain very sharp, with Jm(o;) = 0 at V^cosfl = vthi-In the ideal plasma then, there are no beam-plasma instabilities for (Vj>cos0) < vthi .
In negative ion sources of the Penning geometry (Surface Sources), H~ ions generated at opposing cathodes are accelerated through the cathode sheaths to form fast beams parallel and anti-parallel to the ambient magnetic field.
Here, an electrostatic model of macroscopic oscillations probably has to be augmented by an electromagnetic mode I and one can expect that the beam velocity compared to the Alfven velocity (especially at low beta, c8 <C VA] will constitute an important criterion to distinguish non-resonant and resonant instabilities, and to determine the obliqueness of the latter. A build-up of such waves in the plasma chamber may be a concern as regards the quality of the laterally extracted H~ beam. For a small amount of obliqueness, the period of such standing waves would vary in proportion to the cathode spacing and the square-root of the ion mass, and inversely as the magnetic field strength.
Electrostatic ion acoustic waves can also be driven directly along the ambient magnetic field by a distribution of fast electrons originally generated at the cathodes, provided that the resulting electron velocity distribution effectively has T€ ^> Ti. (The electrons generated at the cathodes fill in their energy distribution by making various inelastic collisions.) The period of such waves would have the dependences mentioned above, except that the magnetic field dependence would be absent. Preliminary theoretical work done on this mechanism by Paul Channell has achieved some qualitative experimental confirmation by Paul Allison.4 The period of these aligned electrostatic waves would be longer than those of the H" -beam-driven magnetic waves in the ratio (VA/C,). There is still some uncertainty about experimental realization of the boundary conditions at the cathodes that are needed in theory to support the build-up of such beam-aligned ion-acoustic waves.
SURVEY OF MACROSCOPIC OSCILLATIONS INDUCED BY H~ BEAM IN DISSIPATIVE PLASMA
Real plasmas are dissipative. In this section, we include the plasma transport processes of ion viscosity, ion and electron thermal conduction, and electron-ion friction (resistivity) due to momentum-transfer Coulomb collisions with plasma ions (H*) only. The general dispersion relation that governs quasi-neutral electrostatic pertnrbntions is derived, but approximate solutions to it are so far obtained only by neglecting resistivity. The latter assumption is examined, and the significance of the dispersion relation roots is discussed in the context of negative ion sources.
The dispersion relation
The electron momentum equation, Eq. (4), is replaced by
where i/e is the electron-ion collision frequency representing the cumulative effect of many small-angle scatterings. 5
The ion momentum equation, Eq. (7), is replaced by 
With thermal conduction included, the electron and ion linearized energy equations retain their earlier isentropic forms, Eq's. (5) and (8), but the indexes, -yi and -ye, now become complex quantities, ri and rE7 according to the following prescription.
y-(y-1)kD,.
where Dth represents the thermal diffusivity (ratio of thermal conductivity to number density) of the electrons or ions. Note that heat sources have been ignored in the energy equations because such processes are second order in fluctuation amplitudes. It is also important to note that, in the process of forming the dispersion relation, the characteristic thermal velocities can conveniently be introduced as complex quantities according to 32 = reTe/M; = riTq.M.
The remaining equations are as they appear in section (2.1). From all of these equations, the general dispersion relation (quasi -neutrality not yet invoked) is found to be as follows. If resistivity is neglected (F = 0), it is easy to show that the dispersion relation, Eq. (32), reduces to the form of Eq. (11), but generalized to include ion viscous damping (Dv) and ion and electron thermal conduction (complex vh, and complex sz). That is, 402 . z
wz+iwkzDv-k2vht -(1-E)k2s+ 2.
Restricting consideration to quasi -neutral dynamics, we shall ignore the "1" on the Lis of Eq. (32) or (37), compared to the remaining terms. The ion momentum equation, Eq. (7), is replaced by
Ui
I Ui I Hi
The ion viscosity coefficient, /i, shall be written as
where Dy represents the viscous diffusivity (kinematic viscosity) of the ion velocity field.
With thermal conduction included, the electron and ion linearized energy equations retain their earlier isentropic forms, Eq's. (5) and (8), but the indexes, 7^ and 7 , now become complex quantities, I\ and Fc , according to the following prescription.
where Dth represents the thermal difFusivity (ratio of thermal conductivity to number density) of the electrons or ions. Note that heat sources have been ignored in the energy equations because such processes are second order in fluctuation amplitudes. It is also important to note that, in the process of forming the dispersion relation, the characteristic thermal velocities can conveniently be introduced as complex quantities according to
The remaining equations are as they appear in section (2.1). From all of these equations, the general dispersion relation (quasi-neutrality not yet invoked) is found to be as follows.
Here, the following symbols have been employed.
If resistivity is neglected (F = 0), it is easy to show that the dispersion relation, Eq. (32), reduces to the form of Eq. (11), but generalized to include ion viscous damping (Dy) and ion and electron thermal conduction (complex v2h . and complex s2 ). That is,
Restricting consideration to quasi-neutral dynamics, we shall ignore the "1" on the fhs of Eq. (32) or (37), compared to the remaining terms. We shall assume that these conditions are satisfied for small e and in the limit that the electron -ion mass ratio (me /M) is taken as arbitrarily small. However, they ought to be checked for each specific case, with realistic parameter values employed. In special cases, they may be violated. For instance, if ('j Ì 0) happens to be of order unity, then condition (38 -a) is always satisfied for small e. Also condition (38 -b) is satisfied at Cerenkov resonance because (Iw'I2 /I4.0I2) N e213; however, (38 -b) is not then satisfied for the non-resonant drift instability because (Iw'I2 /I0I2) e for that situation, Moreover, higher order effects may be important for obtaining accurate growth rates of instabilities, and are best considered numerically. For the dissipative instabilities at low beam velocities (l' < vthi) considered below, Eq's. (38 -a,b) prove to be reasonably well satisfied.
Ignoring the "1" in Eq. (37) by quasi -neutrality, we can re -write (37) in the canonical forai of Eq. (19),
Here, the (complex) s2 has been slightly re-defined to absorb (1 -nb /ni), that is, s2(1 -e) -1 is our new s2.
Correspondingly, the electron temperature is redefined so that Te(1 -e) -1 is our new Te.
Finally, for further analysis based upon the smallness of the coupling parameter, e, we re-arrange Eq. (39) as (w')2(w2 + iwk2Dv -k2c82) = ek2s2([w2 + iwk2Dv -k2c281 + k2s2),
where the complex -valued acoustic speed is defined by 
Equation (40) constitutes the dispersion relation that governs quasi-neutral electrostic oscillations for the system of a cold H-beam penetrating a warm dissipative plasma.
Our interest in this paper will be confined to the range in which 0 < Vb COSY)) < Vthi Without dissipation, this range of Vb is stable.
We now examine the drift wave solutions of Eq. (40), assuming that e « 1, i.e. a weak H-beam. Eq. (40) is therefore re-written as (with vv = k2Dv) (w -kVb cos (8))2 ti ek2s2 { 1 + k2s2
in which w = k Vb cos (6) is to be substituted on the rhs, valid when the rhs constitutes a small correction. Also, on the rhs, an expansion is made to first order in all dissipative processes. Thus, it is assumed that for any dissipation 
Solutions of the dispersion relation, and interpretation (small dissipation case)
First, we consider what is required to neglect electron-ion friction. From t.lir quasi-neiilm! form of Eq. p2), one finds that essentially two conditions are necessary to leading order (assuming small e and small dissipation rates). These are
ClV 1 (38-o) M u>
We shall assume that these conditions are satisfied for small 6 and in the limit that the electron-ion mass ratio (m /M) is taken as arbitrarily small. However, they ought to be checked for each specific case, with realistic parameter values employed. In special cases, they may be violated. For instance, if (^jfrjr) happens to be of order unity, then condition (38-a) is always satisfied for small e. Also condition (38-b) is satisfied at Cerenkov resonance because (|u/| 2/|u;| 2) w e2/3 ; however, (38-b) is not then satisfied for the non-resonant drift instability because (|u/| 2 /|u;| 2 ) ~ e for that situation, Moreover, higher order effects may be important for obtaining accurate growth rates of instabilities, and are best considered numerically. For the dissipative instabilities at low beam velocities (Vj> <C vthi) considered below, Eq's. (38-a,b) prove to be reasonably well satisfied.
Ignoring the "1" in Eq. (37) by quasi-neutrality, we can re-write (37) in the canonical form of Eq. Here, the (complex) s2 has been slightly re-defined to absorb (1 n^/ii*), that is, s2 (l e)" 1 is our new 52 . Correspondingly, the electron temperature is redefined so that Te (l e)~l is our new T€ .
Finally, for further analysis based upon the smallness of the coupling parameter, e, we re-arrange Eq. 
where the complex-valued acoustic speed is defined by
Equation (40) constitutes the dispersion relation that governs quasi-neutral electrostic oscillations for the system of a cold H~ beam penetrating a warm dissipative plasma.
Our interest in this paper will be confined to the range in which 0 < V^ cos (9) < Vthi-Without dissipation, this range of Vi, is stable.
We now examine the drift wave solutions of Eq. 
in which w = AjV[,cos(^) is to be substituted on the rhs, valid when the rhs constitutes a small correction. Also, on the rhs, an expansion is made to first order in all dissipative processes. Thus, it is assumed that for any dissipation rate I-TM,,, As will be seen in a subsequent section of this paper, the first inequality is the most restrictive. Here, so is the leading order part of s2 = (reTe /M), obtained from the leading order part of r namely ye. (See Eq. (30).) We shall also need to expand complex s2 to first order in the dissipation rate associated with electron thermal transport, in Eq. (42). In so doing we shall write 52 = So -i(s2)1 (44) in which the first -order dissipative part of re yields 
and Re(w) is the dominant part of the wave frequency. Here, it is important to note that the sign of (s2)1 is the same as the sign of Re(w). Similarly, 1 thi is expanded to zero and first order in the ion thermal diffusion rate.
The result of the above -described treatment of the rhs of Eq. (42) finally reads as follows. 
At this point, we can observe several features of this expression for the drift wave roots of Eq. (40). First note that the assumed ordering breaks down when Vb is too close to Vthio, in the saute sense that Eq. (24) breaks down near Cerenkov resonance and has to be re -done to give Eq. (26). Thus, we assume that Vb lies sufficiently below Vthio that the iterative correction employed in Eq. (47) Third, notice that only the slower of the two drift waves is always dissipatively unstable in the range 0 < Vb cos(9) < vthio. In the example of an un-magnetized plasma, one would expect electron thermal diffusivity Dthe to be the dominant dissipative process (except near Vb cos O vthio), exceeding the ion dissipative processes by the order of (Y (M /nz ).6
As a word of caution, we recall that Eq. (43) (small dissipation rates) has been assumed in our approximate analytic treatment. In the present example, this condition requires that k2Dthe < kVb. Thus, the size of the plasma chamber needs to be sufficiently large to allow the considered instabilities to have large wavelengths that entail only a shall amount of dissipation. For shorter wavelengths, the increased dissipation both diffuses the wave structure more and As will be seen in a subsequent section of this paper, the first inequality is the most restrictive. Here, s2 is the leading order part of s2 = (T€ Te /M), obtained from the leading order part of 1%, namely 7*. (See Eq. (30).) We shall also need to expand complex s2 to first order in the dissipation rate associated with electron thermal transport, in Eq. (42). In so doing we shall write
S 2 = $ -t(s 2 )! (44)
in which the first-order dissipative part of F e yields where vthe is a dissipation rate associated with electron thermal diffusivity, ==* 2 Ah«,
and Re(u) is the dominant part of the wave frequency. Here, it is important to note that the sign of (s2 )i is the same as the sign of .Re (a;). Similarly, v2hi is expanded to zero and first order in the ion thermal diffusion rate.
The result of the above-described treatment of the rhs of Eq. (42) finally reads as follows. Third, notice that only the slower of the two drift waves is always dissipatively unstable in the range 0 < V Vthio-In the example of an un-magnetized plasma, one would expect electron thermal diffusivity Dthe to be the dominant dissipative process (except near V&cos0 « *te0 ), exceeding the ion dissipative processes by the order of As a word of caution, we recall that Eq. (43) (small dissipation rates) has been assumed in our approximate analytic treatment. In the present example, this condition requires that k 2 Dthe <C kV^. Thus, the size of the plasma chamber needs to be sufficiently large to allow the considered instabilities to have large wavelengths that entail only a small amount of dissipation. For shorter wavelengths, the increased dissipation both diffuses the wave structure more and increases the growth rates of the waves, so that one must resort to a more careful treatment of the original dispersion relation to ascertain which effect is dominant. The extent to which the dissipatively unstable waves can exist at shorter wavelengths is examined in the following section. 
Here, we note that the vti a term contains Re(w) r kt'b cos(9) in the denominator, and more accurately would contain the complete Re(w). Thus, it seems that, up to a point, the growth rate actually increases as the beam velocity decreases. However, the present iteration process must break down at still smaller beam velocities, because the Vb = 0 case proves to be stable. The lower limit is probably near Vb cos (9) e1/280 e1 /2vthio. This range of Vb receives special consideration in the next section. Near this lower limit, the growth rate of the dissipative drift instability with small dissipation can be estimated as
Te-}-Ti (50) which is independent of the beam density. (A more accurate result is obtained in a later section.) Thus, the presence of the H-beam almost at rest in the (H+ , e) plasma can induce an instability driven by electron thermal conduction. Note that this minimum-velocity -maximum-growth -rate condition can also be approached by decreasing cos(0), provided that Vb > e1 /2kso E1 /2kvth.io. Thus, at slightly higher beam velocities, the production of oblique waves is favored over aligned waves in the small dissipation case.
3.3. Solutions of the dispersion relation. , and inter uetation4arbitra dissipátion case).
In this subsection, we shall concentrate upon the effect of only one plasma transport process, namely electron thermal conduction, but we shall place no restrictions upon the magnitude of the corresponding dissipation rate. Moreover, we shall attempt to improve upon the estimate of the instability threshold suggested by Eq. (49), for which the previous iterative estimate seemingly breaks down near the threshold itself.
If we define SZ = w/kso; U = k Vb/kso; lie = (7 -1)vthe/kso; (72 = v hiolsú = (1 -e)Ti/Te where (51) só = 7Te /M(1 -e), vhio = 721/M, and if we retain the full complex adiabatic index re = ( 7+ i(7-1)vthe /w) /(1 +i(7-1)vthe /w), then the quasi -neutral dispersion relation, Eq. (40), can be written as follows. increases the growth rates of the waves, so that one must resort to a more careful treatment of the original dispersion relation to ascertain which effect is dominant. The extent to which the dissipatively unstable waves can exist at shorter wavelengths is examined in the following section.
A singularly interesting case occurs when the H~ beam is practically at rest in the plasma, VJ, > 0. This situation may approximately correspond to the slow cross-field diffusion of H~ towards the extraction region, in both Surface Sources and Volume Sources. The root of the dispersion relation, Eq. (47), then reduces to (ignoring ion dissipative effects compared to electron thermal conduction)
Here, we note that the i^the term contains Re(w) « kVb cos(9) in the denominator, and more accurately would contain the complete Re(u). Thus, it seems that, up to a point, the growth rate actually increases as the beam velocity decreases. However, the present iteration process must break down at still smaller beam velocities, because the Vb = 0 case proves to be stable. The lower limit is probably near Vbcos(0) > 1/r2 50 ~ e l /2 vthio' This range of Vb receives special consideration in the next section. Near this lower limit, the growth rate of the dissipative drift instability with small dissipation can be estimated as
which is independent of the beam density. (A more accurate result is obtained in a later section.) Thus, the presence of the H~ beam almost, at rest in the (H +, e) plasma can induce an instability driven by electron thermal conduction. Note that this minimum-velocity-maximum-growth-rate condition can also be approached by decreasing cos(0), provided that Vb > c 1 /2A;5o ~ 1//2AM>t/iio-Thus, at slightly higher beam velocities, the production of oblique waves is favored over aligned waves in the small dissipation case.
Solutions of the dispersion relation, and interpretation (arbitrary dissipation case)
If we define
O == OJ/A;SO; U = k Vb/ksQ\ where and if we retain the full complex adiabatic index T€ = (7 + 1(7 l)vthe/w)/(l + i(l -l^the/^)? then the quasi-neutral dispersion relation, Eq. (40), can be written as follows.
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Near threshold, we expect that u; ~ kVb ~ e 1//2fcs0 , as suggested by Eq. (49). Consequently, we re-normalize the values of ft and U as follows. (To the extent that ISZ'I remains of order unity, we can neglect the e-correction to (72, for small e.) (55) Note that the rhs of Eq. (54) is not "small" because the normalized dissipation rate µe may be large, making the previously employed iteration method inapplicable. Nevertheless, if we formally "solve" for the drift wave roots, we have the expression, 
Expanding to order A in Eq. (56), one then finds the real and imaginary parts of the complex frequency to be given by the following expressions. Equations (58) and (59 -b) imply the instability threshold U' > C1/2 (60) with the instability affecting only the slow drift wave (lower sign).
One sees here that the normalized growth rate (59 -b) has a resonance form as a function of ((AA). According to Eq. (58), one can sweep through this resonance by varying the beam velocity. The maximum normalized growth rate occurs at (an()) = 1 and has the value ¡ / lIm())max=Cl (61) These results for the velocity threshold, maximum normalized growth rate, as well as approximate analytic results for the growth rate at other beam velocities all prove to be in excellent agreement with numerical solutions of tille dispersion relation (52).
There are several notable qualitative features of these results. First, the threshold velocity is independent of wavelength, and independent of the electron thermal conductivity and hence independent of its dissipation rate. where (<r2)' = <T2 -e(n')2 .
(To the extent that |Q'| remains of order unity, we can neglect the -correction to <r2 , for small e.)
Note that the rhs of Eq. (54) is not "small" because the normalized dissipation rate j.ie may be large, making the previously employed iteration method inapplicable. Nevertheless, if we formally "solve" for the drift wave roots, we have the expression,
where (57 -a) (57-6) 
Expanding to order A in Eq. (56), one then finds the real and imaginary parts of the complex frequency to be given by the following expressions.
Equations (58) and (59-b) imply the instability threshold
with the instability affecting only the slow drift wave (lower sign).
One sees here that the normalized growth rate (59-b) has a resonance form as a function of (anf-,). According to Eq. (58), one can sweep through this resonance by varying the beam velocity. The maximum normalized growth rate occurs at (0:00) = 1 and has the value
These results for the velocity threshold, maximum normalized growth rate, as well as approximate analytic results for the growth rate at other beam velocities all prove to be in excellent agreement with numerical solutions of the dispersion relation (52).
There are several notable qualitative features of these results. First, the threshold velocity is independent of wavelength, and independent of the electron thermal conductivity and hence independent of its dissipation rate. In physical variables, Eq. (60) reads
This is quite close to the velocity threshold predicted by Eq. (49). This result shows furthermore that a low beam density of H~ (compared to the ion source plasma density) corresponds to a threshold velocity very small compared to ion thermal or ion acoustic velocities. For e = 0.01,y = 1.5, and Te = Ti, we find Vb cos H is only about 0.06 of vthio, and thus exceedingly small in comparison with the instability threshold for the ideal plasma.
Second, we notice that for very small dissipation, the value of a given by Eq. (57 -b) becomes very large and in that regime (59 -b) reduces to Im(SZ') = C1/2-(all) -1.
In this low-dissipation regime, the growth rate depends inversely upon the beam velocity (or on cos 8), as noted earlier.
As the beam velocity (or cos(0)) continues to decrease, one finally arrives at the condition afló = 1, and the normalized growth rate tops out at the value given by Eq. (61). In physical variables, the growth rate at this This brings us to the third point, namely that the appropriate measure of "large" versus "small" dissipation rate is to be obtained by comparing te(Vthe /kso) to e1 /2 (see the definition of a). In this connection, it must now be emphasized that Eq. (66) (meaning to ti e1 /2) can also be written as where Ae = °-is the electron mean free path for momentum-transfer collisions with electrons and ions (cumulative small angle scattering leading to 90° deflections), and me is the electron mass. (This result is obtained by using the expression for electron thermal diffusivity in un-magnetized plasma, namely Dthe ti vt¡te /ve, where 'qtie " Te /me and ve is the electron collision frequency.) For most negative -ion-source plasma devices, Eq. (67) specifies a rather large wavelength if e « 1, say e1 /2 = 0.1. Conversely, for realistic wavelengths that can reside within these devices, the quantity (kÀe) will be far larger than allowed by Eq. (67), which means that we must turn our attention to the "large" dissipation regime.
In this connection, we now introduce the fourth point with the remark that although increased dissipation has a diffusive effect on the wave structure, it is simultaneously the cause of the instability. In fact, Eq. (59--b) shows that there is no sharp cut -off to the (normalized) growth rate in the "large" dissipation regime.
Accordingly, we shall now examine the behavior of the growth rate with respect to wavenumber, which will complement the description of its dependence upon beam velocity just given above. A straight-forward conversion of the normalized growth rate, Eq. (59 -b), into physical quantities produces the following result. to ion thermal or ion acoustic velocities. For e = 0.01,7 1-5, and Te = 7j, we find V^cosf) is only about 0.06 of o) and thus exceedingly small in comparison with the instability threshold for the ideal plasma.
Second, we notice that for very small dissipation, the value of a given by Eq. (57-b) becomes very large and in that regime (59-b) reduces to In this low-dissipation regime, the growth rate depends inversely upon the beam velocity (or on cos#), as noted earlier. As the beam velocity (or cos(0)) continues to decrease, one finally arrives at the condition aty = 1, and the normalized growth rate tops out at the value given by Eq. (61). In physical variables, the growth rate at this velocity reads .
However, the condition aty = I can be reduced to so that Eq. (63) This brings us to the third point, namely that the appropriate measure of "large" versus "small" dissipation rate is to be obtained by comparing ^(^the/kso) to e1 /2 (see the definition of a). In this connection, it must now be emphasized that Eq. (66) (meaning j.i e ~ c 1 /2 ) can also be written as
where \e = ^^ is the electron mean free path for momentum-transfer collisions with electrons and ions (cumulative small angle scattering leading to 90° deflections), and me is the electron mass. (This result is obtained by using the expression for electron thermal difFusivity in un-magnetized plasma, namely D-the ~ vthc/'y«» where t>2/ie ~ Te /m€ and ve is the electron collision frequency.) For most negative-ion-source plasma devices, Eq. (67) specifies a rather large wavelength if c <C 1, say c1 /2 = 0.1. Conversely, for realistic wavelengths that can reside within these devices, the quantity (k\e ) will be far larger than allowed by Eq. (67), which means that we must turn our attention to the "large" dissipation regime.
In this connection, we now introduce the fourth point with the remark that although increased dissipation has a diffusive effect on the wave structure, it is simultaneously the cause of the instability. In fact, Eq. (59-b) shows that there is no sharp cut-oft* to the (normalized) growth rate in the "large" dissipation regime.
Accordingly, we shall now examine the behavior of the growth rate with respect to wavenumber, which will complement the description of its dependence upon beam velocity just given above. A straight-forward conversion of the normalized growth rate, Eq. (59-b), into physical quantities produces the following result.
From this expression, we make the fifth point that the actual growth rate saturates at large wavenumbers. The behavior is monotonic in wavenumber, in contrast to the resonant behavior with respect to beam velocity. Moreover, from the argument made subsequent to Eq. (66), we see that for plasma devices of interest this large -k saturated level is in fact the relevant expression for negative-ion-sources.
The essential parameter dependences of the growth rate can be obtained from Eq. (68) and are as follows.
Im(w)^r
To obtain a magnitude, we consider a 1 eV plasma (Te = Ti) with a density of 1014 cm-a, and e = 10 -2. For simplicity, we also assume a beam velocity near threshold, (U' -C1 /2) C1 /2 The result for the growth time is tgrowth = [lna(w)]1 ti 10-3seconds
For the real frequency, we use Eq. (59 -a), with a one -centimeter wavelength. The result is
Re (2) : 0.1MHZ.
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
A preliminary exploration was carried out of the macroscopic (quasi -neutral) instability properties of a uniform warm dissipative Hydrogen plasma penetrated by a uniform, cold, weak H-beam. The possibility, in principle, of the generation of unstable waves at very low beam velocities was pointed out, and explicit expressions for the frequencies and growth rates of these waves in the beans velocity range e1 /2uth;. < VI, cos e < vthi were derived for the un-magnetized plasma. At low dissipation rates, an inverse dependence of growth rate on beam velocity at low velocities was shown to lead to a growth rate on the order of the dominant plasma dissipative rate (electron thermal diffusivity) at a beam velocity on the order of e1 /2vtlni, when the beam density is small (e « 1).
Because the plasma transport coefficients (especially electron thermal conduction) are large for un-magnetized transport, only unrealistically large wavelengths are available to the approximate analysis in the low dissipation regime, for typical negative ion source plasma parameters. Consequently, a more realistic treatment of the dispersion relation including shorter wavelengths and concomitant larger dissipation rates was formulated just for a single transport process, namely electron thermal conduction.
The beam velocity threshold for the dissipative drift instability was found to be independent of the dissipation rate, and can be just a small fraction of the ion thermal velocity for low beam densities. Moreover, the drift instability was found to persist at arbitrarily large dissipation rates, and, in fact, the growth rate was seen to saturate at short wavelengths. Frequencies and growth rates were then estimated for plasma parameters in the general regime of some H-sources. The plasma density was chosen somewhat on the high side (1014 cm -3), in order that 1 eV electrons (and ions) he collisionally de-magnetized in magnetic fields of order 100 guass, as in some Volume Sources.
Extensions of the theory are beginning to be implemented, for example warm, driven 1I-beam; inclusion of resist i vity as well as larger ion -dissipative effects; nonlinear simulations; and magnetic field effects. from the argument made subsequent to Eq. (66), we see that for plasma devices of interest this large-k saturated level is in fact the relevant expression for negative-ion-sources.
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SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
A preliminary exploration was carried out of the macroscopic (quasi-neutral) instability properties of a uniform warm dissipative Hydrogen plasma penetrated by a uniform, cold, weak JET"* beam. The possibility, in principle, of the generation of unstable waves at very low beam velocities was pointed out, and explicit expressions for the frequencies and growth rates of these waves in the beam velocity range e 1 /2^; < V}>cos0 < Vthi were derived for the un-magnetized plasma. At low dissipation rates, an inverse dependence of growth rate on beam velocity at low velocities was shown to lead to a growth rate on the order of the dominant plasma dissipative rate (electron thermal diffusivity) at a beam velocity on the order of e 1 /2^/^, when the beam density is small (e <^C 1).
The beam velocity threshold for the dissipative drift instability was found to be independent of the dissipation rate, and can be just a small fraction of the ion thermal velocity for low beam densities. Moreover, the drift instability was found to persist at arbitrarily large dissipation rates, and, in fact, the growth rate was seen to saturate at short wavelengths. Frequencies and growth rates were then estimated for plasma parameters in the general regime of some H~ sources. The plasma density was chosen somewhat on the high side (1014 cm~3 ), in order that 1 eV electrons (and ions) be collisionally de-magnetized in magnetic fields of order 100 guass, as in some Volume Sources.
Extensions of the theory are beginning to be implemented, for example warm, driven IT~ beam; inclusion of resistivity as well as larger ion-dissipative effects; nonlinear simulations; and magnetic field effects.
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